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SOME HOPE AFTER ALL

In 1991, my son Jeff was severely injured in a motorcycle accident. My wife did not believe the doctors when they said there was no hope for Jeff and that he should be relegated to a nursing home.

After taking Jeff home, we decided to try to find out if anyone, anywhere, had demonstrated success with comatose patients.

Using the Tulsa Central Library computerized card catalog, we discovered a book on Coma Arousal. After months on the stimulation program, Jeff is no longer in a coma. We still have a long way to go, but we are making progress.

Contributed by: Larry & Emma Leising,
9 Royal Dublin Lane
Broken Arrow, Ok, 74011
918-250-8623

The Noel Wien Library is the only library I’ve known and it has greatly influenced my schoolwork and pastimes. While researching specific subjects for school, the library aided me greatly. When typing was required and my family’s typewriter was broken, I was fortunate to have my local library supply me with one. The “touch-screen” computer was the first computer I was introduced to. Thanks to that first introduction, I am now working on my family’s own Macintosh Performa 200.

by Destiny Bradley